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From the President 
  
Growth 
 
It is instructive to look at both our long term and 
short-term growth patterns. Over the last six years 
the club has recovered from a membership low- 
point, and has recorded an average growth rate of 
about 13 or 14%. This compares very favourably 
with the QBA average of 3%, and illustrates that 
our club has been one of the faster growing clubs 
in Queensland. 
 
The effect of occupying the new clubrooms is 
more dramatically illustrated by looking at the 
ABF masterpoints returns, which Richard has 
compiled. In the 2001 year the total number of 
seats occupied was 2325, and in 2003 it will be 
approximately 3320, an increase of 4.8%. This 
illustrates how valuable the ability to schedule 
extra sessions has been to the club, providing 
members with more choice and increasing club 
income. 
 
Problem 1 - Some of us are over-zealous in 
pointing out rule infractions to really 
inexperienced pairs. The problem is that new pairs 
are often stressed and operating in an overload 
condition, don’t know or understand the rules, and 
suspect intimidation or bad sportsmanship. One 
example is breach of alerting regulations, which 
quite often occur in our club, but to my knowledge 
are never penalised in normal day-to day play. 
Experienced players should use careful judgment 
in deciding whether to point out a breach, 
especially if they have just been put down in a 
game contract. I suspect that putting an expert pair 
down in a game contract is often the highlight of a 
beginner’s early career. At the same time our 
training processes in the rules should be upgraded. 
 

Problem 2 - Some of us, including your president, 
have taken to making sharp-edged, slightly 
insulting jokes at the expense of other players 
when we meet them. Occasionally such jokes are 
taken literally, with obvious results. It is then quite 
impossible for any third party to tell whether an 
insult was intended. The obvious answer is that 
such jokes are a high-risk area, even with people 
who know each other quite well, and should be 
avoided in the club environment. 
 
Problem 3 - Extended post-mortems at the table 
after a hand is complete. These are like a Chinese 
water torture to the other pair, and really are 
obsolete now. The correct approach is to take a 
note of the board number, take a hand record 
home, and discuss it with your partner later. 
 
Problem 4 - Lack of welcome to pairs arriving at 
the table (may be associated with problem 3 
above). A simple, genuine welcome as players 
arrive at the table would do much to enhance the 
atmosphere, especially to novices or to visitors. 
This one costs nothing and achieves much. 
 
The committee did not formally select an Item 5, 
but loudly berating your partner for their sins at 
the table does make the other players feel 
extremely uncomfortable. 
 
I ask all members to follow the committee’s lead 
and try to improve the atmosphere at their tables, 
without in any way reducing the keenness of the 
competition. We will publish the final format of 
this list after the Jan 13th committee meeting, and 
will publicise it extensively. 
 
Partner Contact 
 
Carol Wilson is an extremely discreet partner 
finder, and always knows better than anyone else 
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who is available. People looking for partners 
should preferably contact Carol first, before asking 
for PA announcements that they are looking for a 
partner.  
 
GNOT Regional Final 
 
It appears likely, but has not been confirmed, that 
our club will be able to host the GNOT regional 
(SE QLD) final. Depending on entries, the lead 
two or three teams in this competition will go to 
the national final. The event will test the stamina 
of those teams chosen to represent their clubs. The 
event starts with a fairly long session on Friday 
27th August, and continues with two sessions on 
Saturday 28th August. 
Bob Dancer 
 
 

PAUL LAVINGS WORKSHOPS 
Two Workshops + Play 

Only $15 total on Sunday Jan 4th 
Understanding pairs - 10:30 am – 12.00 

 
Creating Problems for Opponents - 

12.45 pm – 2.15 
 

Play - 2:30 pm – 4:00 
15 board duplicate with specially prepared hands 

followed by brief discussion 

 

Some Club Facts And Figures 
 
Table numbers in 2003 will total around 3320 for 
the calendar year (3060 to the end of November). 
Table numbers in 2002 were 2960, and in 2001 
(before the club house) were 2325. 
 
Did you know that the club pays for 
masterpoints? 
 
Approximate cost of masterpoints for 2003 will be 
$1,820.00 just for regular duplicate sessions. 
In 2002 that cost was $1,680.00 and in 2001 it was 
$1,291 .00. This adds up to 18% of table fees in 
2001 and l4% of table fees in 2002 and 2003. 
 
Average no. of tables per session: 
 
 Mon Mon Tues Wed Fri Sat 
 am  pm 
2002  l6.5   20.5  12.8  8.1  4.9 
 
2003  14.9 3.0 20.9 14.4 8.7 5.0 
 

During October and November the average no. of 
tables on Wednesday evening, Friday morning, 
and Saturday afternoon were slightly higher than 
the average for the YTD. 
 

Recent Acquisitions 
 
A new mobile whiteboard ($240) has been 
purchased which will be a big help to Lorraine for 
next years classes, as well as making 
announcements to the members on session days. 
For example: gardening, lawn mowing and 
weeding projects; “let’s re-organize and clean out 
the kitchen just for fun” days; and expressions of 
interest in special functions. 
 
A new wood library display cabinet ($950) has 
been bought to replace the old green rolling 
cabinet. The new unit has glass doors, (the better 
to view what’s available) and is a long overdue 
and pleasant piece of furniture to grace our 
clubhouse. 
 

Beginners Classes 
 
A number of our present members began their 
bridge career by attending our clubs beginners 
classes. The current classes, conducted by 
Lorraine Fredericks, were held in July and August 
this year. They attracted 43 participants of which 
15 have become members. A further 10 are 
attending supervised play sessions and it is 
anticipated that these people will join the club. 
 
Class Size - February  25 July  18 

New Members -  11 4 

Supervised Play-  2 8 
 
The Executive Committee  
 

CLUB PAIRS CHAMPIONSHIPS 
 
On 30 November a dedicated group of 23 pairs 
arrived to challenge for the Arana Club Pairs 
Championship. 
The winners were: 

Group Al - Pam Horton and Jenny Lewis 

Group A2 - Yvonne Auer and Julie Cutmore 

Group Bl - Bob and Margaret Dancer 

Group Cl - Peggy Whittaker and Ray Cowie 

Congratulations to you all, and next year we look 
forward to an even bigger field. 
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LIBRARY LINES 
By the Arana Club Librarian 

Ilene Bishop 
 

According to Max Hardy in Competitive Bidding 
With Two Suited Hands (C5) one hand type 
suffers from acute neglect. This is a two suiter in 
which the suits are not equal in length. The pattern 
could have either a major or minor as the longer 
suit. Questions he asks are: If the opening bid is in 
one of your longest suits, might it also be right to 
enter the auction? What if the opening bid by the 
opposing side has been in one of your shorter 
suits? 
 

Hardy recommends an integrated competitive 
bidding approach described in his book which will 
require the reader to assign a different meaning to 
the use of cue bids, to incorporate an additional 
type of takeout double and to make certain jump 
overcalls conventional. His text is divided into 
three parts: 
 

PART ONE - Bidding Competitively With Uneven 
Two-Suited Hands 
PART TWO - The Unusual Notrump  
PART THREE - Two Suited Defenses 
 

This is a very thought provoking book and not one 
to lightly skim through. It could alter the way you 
and your partner bid and defend. 
 

This will be my last Library Lines as I have 
resigned as Club Librarian as of December 31, 
2003. 
 
 

MASTERPOINT PROMOTIONS AS OF 
30 November 2003 

Graduate Gary Cran 
 Barbara Hopley 

Local Doren Van Wunnik 

Local * Arthur Pomery 

Regional Robert Matthew 
 Rosemary Matthew 

Regional * Dorothy Barlow 

Gold Life Helen McLauchlan 

Note: With Helen’s promotion, Arana now has two 
Gold Life Masters – Helen and Richard 
McLauchlan. 

Well Done! 

A SPECIAL DAY IN THE LIVES OF TWO 
OF OUR MEMBERS 

(photo and text courtesy of 
Lorraine Steele) 

 

Friday - 17th October 2003 - 
Pearl Cowie, Obe (Over Bloody Eighty) 

celebrated her 89th Birthday, 
Frank Hoult , his 70th Birthday. 

 
Pearl the Bridge Player 

Pearl first visited the Arana contract Bridge club, 
on Monday 21st September, 1998. 
 
Over the years, she has introduced many other 
friends to the club. Pearl has become a familiar 
face amongst the regular players, and we have 
enjoyed her friendship. She has reached the 
Ranking of Regional Master. Her recent illness has 
reduced her attendance, but not her enthusiasm for 
the Challenge of the Cards. 
 

Frank the Bridge Player 
In less than a decade, Frank has achieved Many 
Goals. Since attending Judy Valentine’s classes in 
1995, Frank has Mastered many challenges of the 
Game of Bridge. He has reached –  
The Ranking of State * - 
A Director, “Extraordinaire” - 
And a Player of Many Systems - 
 
Golden Balloons, Birthday Cards, Birthday Cake, 

Delicacies, drinks, and Golden Duck Awards 
greeted the forty-eight players, who attended the 
Bridge Session, and shared in this Memorable 

Occasion. Photographs were taken. 
 
At lunch-time, some surprise visitors arrived, 
including - Ella May (aged 7 months, Pearl’s 
Great Grand-daughter), and her parents, Alicia, 
(Pearl’s Grand-daughter) and Graeme Bradford 
(from Sydney). 
To Make the Day complete, Ray and Pearl won the 
Handicap Session. 
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WEDNESDAY NIGHT PAIRS 
 
For two nights, on the 5th and 12th of November, a 
total of 29 pairs competed for the best of the field 
in a traditional green point event. 
 
Winners were: 
First: Richard McLauchlan and Bob Pearce 
Second: Joyce Rosser and Gary Lynch 
Third: Margaret Welldon and Helen McLauchlan 
 
Handicap winners were: Alex Croot and Peter 
Fredericks 
 
Congratulations to all players and especially to the 
winners. 
 

ARANA CONTRACT BRIDGE CLUB  
(1) Minutes of the Committee Meeting Held on 
Tuesday 21 October 2003 At Clubhouse Ferny 
Grove Parklands 
 
2004 Calendar/Booklet 

• The necessary changes have been made to the 
original draft.  

• The booklet will include the winners of Club 
competitions.  

• Forest Place sponsored days in 2004 are April and 
August. 

• There will be more red point competitions in lieu of 
green point competitions in 2004. 

 
Joan Mills’ Letter to Committee  
* There was extensive discussion over the points and 
suggestions raised in Joan’s letter.  
* It was agreed that there were suggestions of merit that 
could be implemented on a trial basis, ie bridge on 
Sunday followed by barbecue. 
♠ ACTION:  Bob to reply to letter with the meeting’s 
response and comments. 
 
Courtesy at Table 
* This is an on-going matter and individuals must take 
responsibility in this area.  
* It was noted that “post mortems’’ after each game are 
not encouraged. 
* “Slow play” was also covered during discussion. 
♠ ACTION:  Helen to continue to place articles in the 
Trump-It on “courtesy” etc. 
♠ ACTION:  Directors to make comment on “courtesy”, 
“post mortems”, “slow play” prior to sessions. 
 
Letter of Comfort (from Ann Bennison, Councillor) 
* Letter circulated to members. It confirms that the Club 
has a 20 year lease on the property and is the legal 
owner of the building 
♠ ACTION:  Bob to reply to Councillor with request for 
small changes to guarantee the Club control of and 
renewal of the lease for further 20 years. 

Trump-It Articles 
* The meeting was pleased with the articles being placed 
in the Trump-It.  
* It was noted that Darlene has resigned as editor after 4 
years. 
♠ ACTION:  Helen to continue to place articles 
covering “play” and “courtesy”. 
 
New Members 

Richard Marczak 
Judy Wilkinson  
Elaine Lye  
Murray Perrin 

 
New members accepted. Moved Warren and seconded 
Val. Welcome to all! 
 
Yellow Pages  
* Telstra has not changed our phone number as 
requested. 
♠ ACTION:  Geoff to approach Telstra requesting a 
diversion to our new number. 
 
Accountancy Software  
* Information on MYOB software passed around 
meeting. What size/technical programme would be 
suitable for Club. 
♠ ACTION:  Helen to investigate further and present at 
next meeting. 
♠ ACTION:  Neil to follow up accountant regarding 
preparation of financial papers. 
 
Air Conditioning in Clubhouse  
* Meeting agreed that temperature of clubhouse should 
be set at 23º in winter and 24º in summer.  
* Club members to be advised of this decision at next 
appropriate session.  
* All tournament entry, forms will advise the air 
conditioning temperatures and suggest entrants dress 
accordingly. 
 
2004 Beginners Lessons  
* First lessons to commence on 5th February. 
* Second set of lessons are planned for July. 
 
Emergency Contacts for Members  
On renewal of 2004 membership, all members will be 
asked to complete details of next of kin and this will be 
compiled into a document to be kept in  the office. 
Consideration also be given to asking if the Club 
member is a recognised “first aider”. 
 
2004 AGM 
Tentative date – 17th February 2004 
 
NEXT MEETING:  Tuesday, 2 December 2003 
 
(2) Minutes Of Committee Meeting Held On 
Tuesday 2nd December 2003 At Clubhouse Ferny 
Grove Parkland  
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Web site. 
* Bob Dancer meeting with Bob Pearce and Richard 
McLauchlan re the possibility of setting up our own web 
site. 
* The intention would be to post results of competitions 
and other interesting items.  
 
2004 Calendar/ Booklet 
* Helen advised that the final draft will be given to the 
printers tomorrow. Copies should be available next 
week. 
 
Directors’ Meeting 
* As no report was available from the Head Director, 
Helen advised that members were not happy with the 
announcements being made by the Directors before 
play. It was decided that any Committee Member who 
was available on the day could make these 
announcements and comment on “courtesy”, “post 
mortems”, “slow play” prior to sessions. 
 
Christmas Party - Saturday 13 December 
* Commencing at 1 pm with a game of cards, finishing 
at 4pm and followed by presentation of Club awards. 
Nibbles and drinks. Timed to finish at 6 pm. 

• Possible 100 members to attend. 
• All attendees to bring a plate to share. 
• Geoff and Neil to organise drinks and wine. 
• Val to organise games, gifts and entertainment. 
• Jenny and Pam to be asked if they would like to 

decorate the hall. 
• Barry is to supply Christmas tree. 

 
MYOB Software 
* Warren advised that the software was available for the 
new treasurer to install. A new cordless phone was part 
of the package and this was handed to Helen for the use 
of Directors during play. 
 
Medical & Fire Procedures 
* A list to be pinned on the notice board asking 
members to add their name if they are qualified first aid 
officers or have a medical background. 
♠ ACTION: Neil to set up these procedures. 
♠ ACTION: Barbara to do list.  
 
Playing Systems 
* A letter was received from a member with a query 
regarding the use of different playing systems in the 
Club competitions. Only blue and green systems are 
allowed. 
♠ ACTION:  Geoff to speak to Kim Ellaway for ruling. 
 
NEW MEMBERS. 

Colleen Hanson 
Margaret Peel 
Paul Griffin 
Beverley Melrose 
Tricia Dowling 
 

New members accepted. Moved Ray and seconded 
Geoff. Welcome to all! 
 
Behaviour at Tables / Complaints 
* There were a number of letters received from members 
in this regard. Bob has categorised these as follows. 
 1. Pointing out breaches to new players. 
 2. Jokes of a semi-insulting nature. 
 3. Excessive post mortems 
 4. Lack of welcome and politeness. 
 5. Berating partners. 
Committee agreed to allow. Bob to prepare a draft 
report and circulate to members of the committee for 
perusal and comment. 
 
2004 AGM – l7 February 2004 
 
Committee 2004 
* The following positions will become vacant in 2004: 

President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Minute Secretary 
At least 3 committee positions 

 
Trade Table 
* A good idea. Books and small goods only. Proceeds to 
Club. 
♠ ACTION:  Geoff offer to organise. 
 
Air Conditioning in Clubhouse 
* This is a very difficult matter. The Committee 
reiterates: 

• Temperature of clubhouse should be set at 23º in 
winter and 24º in summer. 

• If not suitable members should come prepared with 
jumper etc. 

• Club members to be advised of this decision at next 
appropriate session. 

• All tournament entry forms will advise the air 
conditioning temperatures and suggest entrants 
dress accordingly. 

 
Historian Report 
* Deslei advised that all records are up-to-date. Deslei 
was concerned there was only one complete copy of the 
Trump-It since inception. Helen advised that Richard 
did have every copy in a file at home. 
 
Advertising in the Trump-It 
* Barbara raised the question of advertising and how 
much. A discussion followed and it was agreed that 
advertisements were most welcome, provided they are 
done tastefully and are kept to a size of approx. 8 cm x 
5 cm. A cost of $100 per annum was approved. 
 
Potholes in Driveway 
♠ ACTION:  Neil to contact Council. 
 
NEXT MEETING:  Tuesday, 13th January 2004 
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BRIDGE HAND OF THE MONTH 
By Eddie Kantar 

 

Vul: E/ W 
Dealer West 
 ♠ A 2 
 ♥ K 6 5 3 
 ♦ K Q 10 9 4 
 ♣ K Q 
♠ J 9 7 3 ♠ K 10 8 4 
♥ 10 8 4 ♥ J 9 7 2 
♦ 7 5 2 ♦ A 
♣ 8 3 2 ♣ A J 10 4 
 ♠ Q 6 5 
 ♥ A Q 
 ♦ J 8 6 3 
 ♣ 9 7 6 5 

 

 W N E S 
 P 1♦ Dbl 1NT 
 P 3NT P P 
 P 
 Opening Lead: 3♠ 

Bidding Commentary - A 1NT response after RHO 
makes a takeout double shows 8 – 10 HCP. It is a 
bit stronger than a normal 1NT response which has 
a range of 6 – 10 HCP. 

Play Commentary - It’s always a good idea to add 
your points to dummy’s points before playing the 
hand. This tells you how many points the 
opponents have. Then, if there has been any 
bidding, you may be able to place where these 
points are. On this hand the good guys (you and 
partner) have 26 HCP leaving the bad guys with 14 
HCP. The vulnerable takeout double facing a 
passed partner should account for most of those 14 
HCP. If so, there is a danger in ducking the 
opening lead. East, who surely has the ♠K, may be 
sufficiently inspired to shift to a club before you 
can drive out the ♦A. If that happens, the 
opponents can arrange to take three club tricks 
upon regaining the lead with the ♦A, and you are 
going to be one unhappy camper. Why not win the 
♠A and drive out the ♦A. Now, whichever black 
suit East attacks gives you your ninth trick. You do 
play beautifully, don’t you?  

The Bottom Line:  
• Don’t play too quickly to the first trick. More 

contracts are lost at trick one than any other.  
• Add your HCP to dummy’s HCP before 

beginning the play. Use this information to 
help you place the missing high cards.  

 

 THE PERKS OF BEING OVER 60 
 
 1. Kidnappers are not very interested in you. 
 2. In a hostage situation you are likely to be 

released first. 
 3. No one expects you to run - anywhere. 
 4. People call at 9 PM and ask, “Did I wake 

you?” 
 5. You get into heated arguments about pension 

plans. 
 6. You have a party and the neighbours don’t 

even realize it. 
 7. You quit trying to hold your stomach in, no 

 matter who walks into the room. 
 8. Your investment in health insurance is finally 

beginning to pay off. 
 9. Your joints are more accurate meteorologists 

than the national weather service. 
 10. Your secrets are safe with your friends 

because they can’t remember them either. 
 11. Your supply of brain cells is finally down to a 

manageable size. 
 12. You can’t remember who sent you this list. 

 

℡     ℡     ℡     ℡     ℡     ℡     ℡ 
Important Phone Numbers – 
Clubhouse Phone Number (07) 3851 - 0299  
President – Bob Dancer – 3300-3414  
Vice-President – Gay Hull – 3300-2444  
Secretary – Geoff Gulley – 3851-3687  
Treasurer – Warren Holmes – 3300-6654  
Partner Contact – Carol Wilson – 3353-2297 

℡     ℡     ℡     ℡     ℡     ℡     ℡ 
 
Important Dates 

• 13 Dec. l pm Arana’s combined Christmas 
Party. Cards, food, presentations and for 
those who wish, more cards.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


